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Forms of Dynamical ChaosForms of Dynamical Chaos

I)  Strange I)  Strange 
attractorattractor

Adsorbing domain

 Genuine SA: all orbits have a positive      
                       Lyapunov exponent
         ex.: hyperbolic SA, the Lorenz SA,   
                pseudohyperbolic SA

Quasiattractors: some orbits in D have  
                           maximal L-exp 0  0 
(coexisting SA-behavior with stable reqular 
one (e.g. per. sinks)         windows of 
stability in the parameter space.

II)  Conservative (Hamiltonian) II)  Conservative (Hamiltonian) 
 Chaos Chaos

Phase space 

Chaos is spreaded by 
    the Phase Space



III)  Mixed Dynamics III)  Mixed Dynamics 
Many open 
problems...

   Df of MD: 
1) coexistence of inf. many per. 
sinks, sourses, saddles; 
2) the closures of the sets of 
these orbits is not empty. 

D



IIIa)  Reversible Mixed Dynamics IIIa)  Reversible Mixed Dynamics 
Many open 
problems...

Infinitely many couples 
“sink-source” +
“saddle(J<1)”-saddle(J>1) + 

symmetric saddles(J=1) + 
symmetric elliptic periodic orbits.

A  map f is reversible if  f = R1 f1  R, where R is usually 
an involution, i.e R2 = Id. Thus, f = R  f1  R

A criterium of RMDAttractor

Repeller

D

Fix(R)



Main property: “Attractor” intersects with “Repeller” 
                          by a “Reversible Core” that is not empty

Moreover, RC should be quite big due to the 
“homoclinic tangle”.  

A = RC + dissipative structures (small sinks, SA etc)
R = RC + repelling structures (small sources, strange 
repellers etc)

Thus, A and R are different, but, usually, they almost 
coincide (completely coincide in the conservative case, 
completely different in the dissipative dynamics ). 



IIIb)  Particularly Mixed Dynamics IIIb)  Particularly Mixed Dynamics 
(MD + SA phenomenon) (MD + SA phenomenon) 

SA

SR

weak MD MDMD

Fix(R)

a) b)

a)  phenomenon observed before    b) a new phenomenon



Preamble and Definitions

• Newhouse region is an open (in Cr-topology, r    2) region NR where systems 
with homoclinic tangencies are dense            
  

≥Newhouse Theorem.  NRs exist in any neighbourho od of any system 
with homoclinic tangency.

Proofs in   •[Newhouse-79] – for dim 2;• [GST-93] – for any dimension 
(also in [PalisViana-94], [Romero-95]).

Definition 1. We say that a system f possesses a (completely) mixed  
dynamics if  1. it has infinitely many hyperbolic periodic orbits of all 

possible topological types (sinks, sources, saddles with various dim Ws);
2. closures of the sets of these orbits have nonempty intersections.

Definition 2.   A Newhouse region  NRmix       is called NRwith mixed 
dynamics, if systems with mixed dynamics are dense  (generic!) in it.

Theorem (GST99,GST07). 

Let f ∈   NRmix have a closed uniformly hyperbolic invariant set Λ. 
Then the following property is generic
                         Closure(sinks)  ∩ Closure(sources)  ⊃ Λ



Regions NRmix exist

In particular, it was proved in

[1] Gonchenko, Turaev, Shilnikov  Proc. Steklov Inst. Math. , 1997, v.216

that  NRmix exist near two-dimensional diffeomorphisms
with nontransversal heteroclinic cycles containing at least two saddle
periodic orbits O1 and O2 such that

J(O
1 
) < 1 and  J(O

2 
) > 1 

where J(O
 
)  is the Jacobian of the map at the point O.



Necessary conditions  for mixed dynamics.

•Both Volume contraction and expansion (Sign alternating divergence

• Complicated dynamics (Newhouse region)
• Absence of the partial hyperbolicity.

This type of dynamics can exist in any dimension (Turaev,1996).



Some results for dimension 3.

It established in [GST09] and [GonOvsyannikov10], 
bifurcations of such heteroclinic cycles can produce Lorenz-like attractors.
Moreover, Lorenz-like repellers can be also born here, [GonOvsTatjer13]. 
It leads to mixed  dynamics involving infinitely many periodic attractors 
and repellers, saddles with dim Ws= 1,2, stable and unstable invariant circles 
and strange attractors and repellers.



Reversible Mixed Dynamics maps.

First, it can be viewed as an universal phenomenon for reversible
two-dimensional maps with complicated dynamics.

1) The contracting-expanding heteroclinic cycles are rather usual 
for reversible, maps (see Fig. ). the map has a symmetric couple of saddle 
fixed points O1 and O2 and it is typically (general condition) when 

               J(O1) = J-1(O2) < 1. 
Thus, the phenomenon of RMD
 is related here to 
([Lamb,Stenkin2004])

• the coexistence of infinitely 
many attracting, repelling,
   saddle and elliptic p.o.



It seems to be true that the phenomenon of mixed dynamics is universal 
for reversible (two-dimensional) maps with complicated 
dynamics when symmetric homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits are involved.

     
      The latter can be formulated as the following [Delshams et al 2013]

   ⋆ Reversible Mixed Dynamics Conjecture.

Reversible maps with mixed dynamics are generic in Newhouse regions of 
reversible maps in which  there are dense maps with symmetric 
homoclinic tangencies or/and a couple of heteroclinic tangencies

This conjecture is true when NR in the space of Cr reversible systems 
are considered [GonLambRiosTuraev2014]. However, it is widely open 
for analytical case and for parameter families 



Now RMD-conjecture for 1-parameter 
unfoldings has been proved for two 
more cases. 
    1) an initial reversible map has 2 
symmetric saddles and a symmetric  
couple of nontransversal heteroclinic 
orbits   [Delshams et al 2013]  and

    2) an initial reversible map has a 
symmetric couple of homoclinic 
tangencies to a symmetric saddle 
[Delshams et al 2015] 

        However, the most interesting 
cases relate to the reversible maps 
having a symmetric saddle and a 
symmetric homoclinic homoclinic 
tangency, quadratic (a) or cubic (b). 
Both these case are “a priori 
conservative”,  and a structure of 

global symmetry breaking 
bifurcations is not clear.  

A priori 
conservetive 
case

A priori non- 
conservetive 
case

(a)                            (b)



  Evidently, there are many various similar 
configurations  such as 
homoclinic chains of periodic orbits  (a) or  
(b) resonant zones surrounding elliptic 
points etc.

 
                    .           

(a)                                (b)The simplest cases are collected in Fig.4



Example: The periodically forced Duffing equation

˙x = y, ˙y =  −x + x3 + ε(α + βy sin ωt)

It is reversible with  respect to the change

                   x  → x, y   →−y, t  →−t

As the perturbation term contain y (friction) the 
Poincare map is not typically conservative



Reversible mixed dynamics is very universal thing.
It takes place even near elliptic points of reversible maps.Thus,
by [Gonchenko,Lamb, Rios,Turaev, 2014], it is genrically that

* symmetric elliptic periodic orbit is a limit of sinks, sources and 
other elliptic points;

* symmetric elliptic periodic orbit is accumulated by symmetric 
Wild-hyperbolic (Newhouse) sets;

* every point of each KAM-curve is a limit of sinks and sources.

 



Some examples of  models demonstrating RMD 

Example 1: The periodically forced Duffing equation

˙x = y, ˙y =  −x + x3 + ε(α + βy sin ωt)

It is reversible with  respect to the change

                   x  → x, y   →−y, t  →−t

As the perturbation term contain y (friction) the Poincare 
map is not typically conservative



Example 2: 

         A nonholonomic model of a Celtic stone 



Examples of the Celtic stone chaotic 
dynamics

Spiral attractor

SR

Mixed dynamics Chaotic tori

SA



Example 3: 

   Pikovskii-Topaj model of 4 coupled rotators

In [A.Pikovskii, D.Topaj , 2002] was considered the following model of 
symmetrically coupled 4 rotators whose frequencies differ on 1 



Phase portraits of Poincare map T(ε) for small ε, 
(a) and (b), and for T(ε) (c) and T(ε)-1 (d) when ε is
not quite small 

(a)                                   (b)

(c)                                   (d)
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Attractor                                            Repeller          
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